Genetic variability related to the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene has received increasing attention in the last 15 years, in particular as a potential modulator of the neural substrates underlying inhibitory processes and updating in working memory (WM). In an event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, we administered a modified version of the Sternberg probe recency task (Sternberg, 1966) to 43 young healthy volunteers, varying the level of interference across successive items. The task was divided into two parts (high vs. low interference) to induce either proactive or reactive control processes. The participants were separated into three groups according to their COMT Val . The general aim of the study was to determine whether COMT polymorphism has a modulating effect on the neural substrates of interference resolution during WM processing. Results indicate that interfering trials were associated with greater involvement of frontal cortices (bilateral medial frontal gyrus, left precentral and superior frontal gyri, right inferior frontal gyrus) in VV homozygous subjects (by comparison to Met allele carriers) only in the proactive condition of the task. In addition, analysis of peristimulus haemodynamic responses (PSTH) revealed that the genotype-related difference observed in the left SFG was specifically driven by a larger increase in activity from the storage to the recognition phase of the interfering trials in VV homozygous subjects. These results confirm the impact of COMT genotype on inhibitory processes during a WM task, with an advantage for Met allele carriers. Interestingly, this impact on frontal areas is present only when the level of interference is high, and especially during the transition from storage to recognition in the left superior frontal gyrus.
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Introduction
In the last two decades, several lines of evidence have suggested that the neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) plays an important role in cognitive functions associated with prefrontal activity (Braver & Cohen, 1999; Cropley, Fujita, Innis, & Nathan, 2006; Mattay et al., 2002) . The study of the influence of DA on cognition in healthy populations appears particularly relevant given the long hypothesized role of DA in schizophrenia (Carlsson, Waters, Waters, & Carlsson, 2000) , a pathology that is well known to be associated with cognitive impairments (in particular in the executive domain). In that general context, genetic variability related to the catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene has received increasing attention as a potential modulator of executive functioning (Witte & Flöel, 2012) . The human COMT gene codes for the major enzyme involved in the metabolic degradation of released DA. This gene, located on the long arm of chromosome 22q11 (Mannisto & Kaakkola, 1999) , contains a single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in codon 158 (Val 158 Met) that affects the enzyme's activity (Chen et al., 2004; Lachman et al., 1996) in the frontal cortices (Karoum, Chrapusta, & Egan, 1994 
